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 Generalizations of L'Hospital's Rule

 The following is a version of the well-known l'Hôpital rule.

 Theorem 1 . Let F, G be two real-valued functions defined on the open interval

 (a,b). Suppose that the following conditions arc satisfied:

 CHI) F, G are differentiate on (a,b) and G' (x) ¿ 0 for all x in (a,b);

 (H2) limx^a+ [F'(x)/G'(x)] = A;

 (H3) limx^a+ F (x) = 0 = UVa+ •

 Then

 (C) liraXH.a+ [F(x)/G(x)] = A.

 It is known (cf. [4]) that the existence of the ordinary limit in (H2)

 cannot be weakened to that of the approximate limit even if one only wants to

 conclude that aplim^a+ [F(x)/G(x)ļ = A. Sandwiched in between the concept

 of the ordinary limit and that of the approximate limit, a concept called

 the essential limit is introduced, and using it we show that not only the

 condition (H2) but also the conditions (HI) and (H3) can be weakened so that

 the conclusion (C) still holds true. In fact, we have the following results:

 Theorem I. . Let a,b be two extended real numbers with -°°, a < b +®,

 and let F,G be real-valued functions defined on the. open interval (a,b).

 Suppose that the following conditions arc satisfied:

 (hi) the approximate derivatives F^(x) and G^(x) exist finitely and

 G^ļļ(x) > 0 for almost all x in (a,b);

 (h2) esslimx^a+ [F ^ (x)/G^ (x) ] = A;
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 (h3) (i) li»w F 00 - 0 - l"Va+ GCx), or

 (ii) limx^a+ G(x) =

 (h4) G, pG-F and F-qG are [£ACG] and have the Dàrboux property on

 every compact subinterval of (a,b) for all real numbers p in

 an open interval (A, pQ) provided that A ^ +<*>, and for all

 real numbers q in an open interval (qQ, A) provided that:

 A t

 Then

 (C) limxH.a+ [F (x)/G(x)] = A.

 Theorem Hn(n 2). Let a,b be two extended real numbers with a < b +**>,

 and let F,G be real -valued functions defined on the open interval (a,b) such

 that the (n-1) approximate Peano derivatives F^n i)(x) and G^ jyOO exist
 finitely for all x in (a,b). Suppose that the following conditions are satisfied:

 (hl.n) the n**1 approximate Peano derivatives F^(x) and G ^ (x)

 exist finitely and G^fx) > 0 for almost all x in (a,b);

 (h2.n) esslimx^a+ [F^ (*)/G(n) (x)] = A;

 (h3.n) v (i) K J lim F, ,^(x) ' = 0 = lim ___ G. , %(x), J or v K J x-»-a+ (n-l)v ' x-*a+ ___ (n-1) , J

 (ii) v J lim G, ,->(x) ' = v J x-*a+ (n-l)v '

 (h4.n) uQG(n^(x) > uQ(pG-F)^(x) > -» and uq(F-cG) ^ (x) > -®
 for nearly all x in (a,b) and for all p in an open interval

 (A, po) provided that A i -h» and for all q in an open

 interval (qQ, A) provided that A j*
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 Then

 CC") liW [F^dW/O^ .„(»I - A-

 Proofs of the above theorems to appear in [3], model that of the ordinary

 1 'Hôpital rule given by Rudin in [5], except that instead of using a general-

 ized mean value theorem we have to appeal directly to some monotonicity

 theorems in [1] and [2]. We also note that some further remarks concerning

 the theorems are also included in [3] .
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